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Measurement incompatibility describes two or more quantum measurements whose expected joint
outcome on a given system cannot be defined. This purely non-classical phenomenon provides a
necessary ingredient in many quantum information tasks such violating a Bell Inequality or non-
locally steering part of an entangled state. In this paper, we characterize incompatibility in terms
of programmable measurement devices and the general notion of quantum programmability. This
refers to the temporal freedom a user has in issuing programs to a quantum device. For devices
with a classical control and classical output, measurement incompatibility emerges as the essential
quantum resource embodied in their functioning. Based on the processing of programmable mea-
surement devices, we construct a quantum resource theory of incompatibility. A complete set of
convertibility conditions for programmable devices is derived based on quantum state discrimination
with post-measurement information.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theory and practice of quantum measurement is a topic that sits at the foundation of quantum
mechanics. Unlike its classical counterpart, quantum measurement offers a variety of ways to probe a system
and extract classical information. A highly non-classical feature that emerges in quantum mechanics is
measurement incompatibility. Traditionally this has been understood in terms of non-commuting observables,
which physically means that performing different measurements in different orders can affect the expected
outcomes. Hence for two non-commuting observables, their values cannot be simultaneous known, a fact
made quantitatively explicit by the Robertson-Schro¨dinger uncertainty relations [Rob29, Sch30].
Through the use of an ancillary system, quantum measurement becomes an effective process that is char-
acterized not by a single self-adjoint observable, but rather by a positive-operator valued measure (POVM).
When considering POVMs, measurement incompatibility is no longer captured by commutativity relations.
Instead, incompatibility is typically defined in terms of joint measurability [Lah03, HRS08]. Roughly speak-
ing, a family of POVMs is called jointly measurable if the outcomes of the constituent POVMs can be
simulated through the measurement of a single “mother” POVM.
There has been much interest in measurement incompatibility and its relationship to various primitive tasks
in quantum information theory [HMZ16]. For the demonstration of quantum nonlocality, it is not difficult
to see that a Bell Inequality can be violated only if incompatible measurements are employed by each of
the parties involved in the experiment [Fin82]. While for certain families of measurements the converse
is true [WPGF09], only recently has it been found not to hold in general [QBHB16, BV18]. However,
this asymmetry between measurement incompatibility and nonlocality vanishes when considering the more
general task of quantum steering. That is, a family of POVMs is incompatible if and only if it can be used
to steer some quantum state in a non-classical way [UMG14, QVB14].
An alternative operational characterization of measurement incompatibility has also been given for the
task of quantum state discrimination. Phrased in terms of a guessing game, quantum state discrimination
involves a referee who, with probability px, prepares for an experimenter the quantum state ρx. The goal
is for the experimenter to make a measurement and use the outcome to best infer which state in the set
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{ρx}x was originally prepared. A variation to this problem allows the referee to provide some additional side
information about the state’s identity to the experimenter [BWW08]. In general it is more valuable for the
experimenter to learn this information before measuring the system since it can be used to help optimize the
choice of measurement. In recent works, it was shown that a family of POVMs is incompatible if and only
if it offers an advantage in some state discrimination game when the referee’s side information comes before
the choice of measurement compared to when it comes after [CHT18, CHT19, UKS+19].
Given the ability of incompatible measurements to generate non-classical effects and enhance quantum
state discrimination tasks, it becomes natural to view measurement incompatibility as a resource in quantum
information processing. This interpretation can be formalized using the framework of a quantum resource
theory (QRT) [CG19]. In general, a QRT isolates some particular feature of a quantum system referred
to as a resource, such as entanglement or coherence, and studies how this resource transforms under a
restricted set of “free” operations; crucially, the free operations cannot generate the resource on their own.
While entanglement and coherence represent static resources that are commonly studied in the literature,
it is also possible to formulate resource theories for dynamic resources such as certain families of quantum
measurements [OGWA17, TR19, OB19].
In particular, resource theories of measurement incompatibility have been previously proposed in which
the resources are incompatible families of POVMs [HKR15, GBCA17, SSˇC19]. However, a drawback to these
approaches is that the free operations identified are not large enough to fully capture the notion of measure-
ment incompatibility in an operational way. Ref. [HKR15] only considers measurement convertibility under
quantum pre-processing while Refs. [GBCA17, SSˇC19] only consider conditional classical post-processing as
the free operations. Both of these on their own are too weak in that do not allow for the free convertibility of
one compatible POVM family to another. Moreover, there is no a priori reason why an experimenter should
be restricted to performing either just quantum pre- or classical post-processing when their combination is
equally unable to generate incompatibility.
In this paper, we construct a resource theory of measurement incompatibility that combines both quantum
pre-processing and conditional classical post-processing in the context of programmable measurement devices
(PMDs). PMDs are objects that emerge through the following consideration. In any experiment where
different measurements are being employed, there are two relevant systems: the “program” system whose
state x ∈ X represents the choice of measurement and the quantum system Q that is subjected to the
particular measurement. The measurement apparatus in such an experiment thus exemplifies a PMD since
the type of measurement it performs depends on the program it receives.
To formulate a resource theory in this setting, we shift the primary focus away from quantum measurement
and place it on programmability, which we consider broadly to be any sort of classical control over a device
that can be implemented at the programmer’s discretion. In other words, we envision programmability to
mean that some device can be obtained at time t0 and then controlled in whatever way the device allows at
some later time t. This reflects the natural interplay between computing hardware and software: one first
purchases or builds a computing device and then later programs it to perform whatever computational task
is desired. However, adopting such a perspective then requires constraining the type of interaction between
the program and quantum system described in the previous paragraph. Namely, the program system should
not be allowed to affect the preparation of the quantum system since the former is decided at time t while
the latter is set at time t0 < t. In satisfying this restriction, we are thus lead to a resource theory of
programmability for which the free operations arise from very natural physical considerations.
This paper will develop such a resource theory in more detail. After describing the precise framework,
we map the temporal restriction on PMD processing to a spatial restriction, and we show that a PMD
represents a family of compatible POVMs if and only if it can be simulated by one-way local operations and
classical communication (LOCC). As one of the main results, we provide a complete family of monotones
in the form of state discrimination games that characterize the convertibility of PMDs by free operations.
As a special case, our results determine when one POVM can be transformed into another using (quantum)
pre-processing and conditional (classical) post-processing.
II. DEFINITIONS AND SOME BASIC FACTS
Let us now put the discussion in more formal terms.
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FIG. 1. A programmable measurement device (PMD), as given in Definition 1. Notice that the quantum input
Q and the classical input (that is, the program) x are considered as being separate systems that can be controlled
independently; in particular, they need not be inputted simultaneously for the PMD to work.
Definition 1 (Programmable Measurement Devices). A (classically) programmable measurement device
(PMD) is a collection of POVMs on the same Hilbert space HQ, {MQ(a|x) : a ∈ A, x ∈ X} such that
MQ(a|x) ≥ 0 and ∑aMQ(a|x) = 1Q for all x. The set X is interpreted as the program set (an element x
being the program), while the set A is interpreted as the outcome set.
While PMDs are mathematically equivalent to cq → c channels (see Fig. 1), the two inputs of a PMD are
always assumed to be separate systems. Crucially, the order in which the device receives them must play no
role in its functioning.
We next introduce the subset of PMDs that will constitute the free objects in our QRT.
Definition 2 (Simple PMDs). A PMD MQ(a|x) is called simple if its constituting POVMs can be written
as
MQ(a|x) =
∑
i∈I
p(a|i, x)M˜Q(i), (1)
where the M˜Q(i) are elements of a single POVM (sometime referred to as the “mother” POVM), and p(a|i, x)
is a conditional probability distribution.
Notice that the collection of simple PMDs is convex for a fixed HQ and index sets A and X , and furthermore,
any convex mixing of simple PMDs can be directly incorporated into the mother POVM. That is, suppose
that MQ(a|x) admits a decomposition of the form
MQ(a|x) =
∑
r
µ(r)
∑
i∈I
p(a|i, x, r)M˜Q(i|r),
where µ(r) is a probability distribution and M˜Q(i|r) is now a family of POVMs indexed by the shared
random index r. Then, simply by noticing that µ(r)M˜Q(i|r) is itself a normalized two-outcome indexed
POVM, it is possible to conclude that Definition 2 is fully general and no further random variables are
needed.
In the resource theory we develop here, PMDs will be the objects that can embody the resource of
incompatibility. Since Eq. (1) is the defining relation of jointly measurable (i.e. compatible) POVMs, every
family of compatible POVMs is mathematically equivalent to a simple PMD. Let us then turn to the free
operations in this resource theory, which will be a restricted set of maps acting on PMDs. Noting that
PMDs function as cq→ c channels, their convertibility is facilitated by physical operations that map cq→ c
channels to cq→ c. Such operations are called superchannels, and it is known that, in our setting, a general
superchannel can be expressed as ([CDP08, Gou19]
MXQ→APMD 7→ N Y Q
′→B
PMD = FAI→B ◦MXQ→APMD ◦ EY Q
′→XQI , (2)
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where EY Q′→XQI and FAI→B are pre- and post-processing quantum channels, respectively, and system I
serves as a memory connecting the two channels. A resource theory of PMDs will then involve placing
restrictions on the allowed pre- and post-processing maps.
As described in the introduction, we define our free operations in a way to best capture the notion of
programmability. For a device to be rightfully deemed as programmable, we argue that it should respect
temporal independence for when the program is asserted. In particular, the choice of program for the PMD
should be allowed at times after the quantum input is received, and more generally at space-time points
outside the backward light cone of the latter event. The PMD functions as a quantum memory as it waits
for the arrival of the program at the user’s command. Quantum memory, then, is essential for a device to
programmable, and so it should not be something freely available in a resource theory of programmability.
Thus, we require that I be a classical memory in Eq. (2) for any free PMD transformation. Additionally, we
permit only pre-processing maps EY Q′→XQI that are non-signaling from Y to Q′ since, in the implementation
of EY Q′→XQI , no quantum memory is allowed for storing the quantum input before the program arrives.
What remains are the free operations of this QRT, and they are described by Eq. (3) in the following
definition (see Fig. 2 for a schematic representation).
Definition 3. Given two PMDs MQ(a|x) and NQ′(b|y) on HQ and HQ′ respectively, we write
MQ(a|x)  NQ′(b|y)
whenever
NQ
′
(b|y) =
∑
r
µ(r)
∑
i,j,x,a
q(b|a, j, r)p(x, j|i, y, r) (EQ′→Qi|r )†[MQ(a|x)] , (3)
where
• µ(r) is a probability distribution modeling a shared source of classical randomness;
• {EQ′→Qi|r } is a family of quantum instruments labeled by r, with classical outcome i, and E† denotes
the adjoint map of E ;
• p(x, j|i, y, r) and q(b|a, j, r) are classical noisy channels (conditional probability distributions).
The relation MQ(a|x)  NQ′(b|y) expresses convertibility of PMDs by free operations in this QRT.
Before proceeding further, we stress that the free operations considered here need not be the only mean-
ingful operational framework to study the properties of programmability and compatibility. However, it does
satisfy an arguably minimum requirement of any complete QRT: the free convertibility of free objects.
Lemma 1. All simple devices are free, that is, given any two simple devices MQ(a|x) and NQ′(b|y), possibly
defined on different Hilbert spaces HQ and HQ′ , both relations holds:
MQ(a|x)  NQ′(b|y) and NQ′(b|y) MQ(a|x) .
Proof. Let us denote by IQ(a|x) the trivial PMD, i.e. the PMD with alphabets A = X = {0} and Hilbert
space HQ = C. Clearly the trivial PMD can be attained from any other using the free operations. Showing
that the converse is true will complete the proof of the lemma. Using the trivial PMD as the input PMD in
Eq. (3), we see that the instruments {EQ′→Qi|r } are, in fact, POVMs EQ
′
(i|r): this is so because dimHQ = 1.
Since these POVMs can be freely chosen, all devices of the form
NQ
′
(b|y) =
∑
r
µ(r)
∑
i,j
q(b|j, r)p(j|i, y, r) EQ′(i|r)
=
∑
r
∑
i
p′(b|i, y, r) EQ′(i, r) ,
can be obtained from the trivial PMD, where EQ
′
(i, r) := µ(r)EQ
′
(i|r) is considered now as a POVM with
two outcome indices. Since the above coincides with the definition of simple PMDs, the desired conclusion
is reached.
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FIG. 2. PMDs processing, according to Definition 3. The choice of program y can be made at any spacetime location,
even outside the backward light cone of when the quantum input arrives to the pre-processing map. Since the only
quantum memory resides in the PMD, the quantum input must be committed to the PMD until the program arrives.
On the other hand, the classical output i of the pre-processing instrument can be stored in a classical memory and
interact with the program before it reaches the PMD. Notice that, even though it is not explicitly depicted in the
picture, classical randomness can be shared between all boxes, so that the set of possible processings is convex.
We refer to Fig. 2 as the temporal model of PMD processing, and there is an alternative spatial model
that characterizes PMDs in terms of bipartite channels shared between two spatially separated parties. As
shown in Fig. 3, we suppose that Alice has access to the quantum input of the PMD in her laboratory while
both the classical input and output are in Bob’s lab. The spatial separation between Alice and Bob reflects
the separation between quantum system and classical program intrinsic to the definition of a PMD. The
programmability of a PMD is then translated into a no-signaling constraint from Bob to Alice. Hence the
correct operational setting for PMD processing in the spatial model is one-way LOCC, and the following
proposition makes this connection precise.
Proposition 1. MQ(a|x)  NQ′(b|y) if and only if MQ(a|x) can be converted to NQ′(b|y) by a one-way
LOCC from Alice to Bob.
Proof. It is obvious from Fig. 3 that MQ(a|x)  NQ′(b|y) implies an implementation by one-way LOCC.
Conversely, every one-way LOCC protocol from Alice to Bob consists here of (i) a one-way LOCC pre-
processing, (ii) local side channels that are quantum for Alice and classical for Bob, and (iii) one-way
LOCC post-processing. Since Alice receives no output from the PMD, any local post-processing and forward
communication she performs can be included in her pre-processing. What remains is exactly as depicted in
Fig. 3.
We stress that while the bipartite processing of PMDs by one-way LOCC is intuitively simple, without the
temporal model in mind, the physical motivation for studying the QRT of cq → c channels under one-way
LOCC is less clear. Why is one-way LOCC the free set of operations in such a QRT, and why must it only
be from Alice to Bob? The answers come from the allowed operations in the temporal model, which do
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FIG. 3. The spatial model of PMD processing. The quantum and program inputs are separated between Alice and
Bob, and the free operations depicted in Fig. 2 translate into one-way LOCC maps from Alice to Bob.
have clear physical motivation in terms of programmability. It just so happens that these free operations
correspond to Alice-to-Bob one-way LOCC in the spatial model.
III. PMD CONVERTIBILITY AND POST-INFORMATION GUESSING GAMES
The main result of this paper is a characterization of free PDM convertibility in terms of quantum state
guessing games with side information. As referenced in the introduction, these games involve a referee who
distributes to the player a quantum state and some classical side information, information which we will
henceforth refer to as “post information” since it more appropriately fits our temporal model. The following
definition provides a more detailed description of these games.
Definition 4 (Guessing Games with Post-Information [BWW08, CHT19, SSˇC19, UKS+19]). A guessing
game with post information is mathematically given by a two-index quantum ensemble {ρRw,z : w ∈ W, z ∈
Z}, such that p(w, z) := Tr[ρRw,z] is a normalized joint probability distribution.
Its operational interpretation is as follows (see Fig. 4 for a schematic representation):
• At time t0 the Referee picks one pair (w, z) ∈ W ×Z at random according to the distribution p(w, z);
• the index w and the normalized quantum state p(w, z)−1ρRw,z are sent to player;
• the player’s goal is to maximize the probability of correctly guessing the value z using the given PMD
MQ(a|x) and any free processing described in Definition 3.
The label w is usually interpreted as “post information” since it is imported into the program register of the
PMD after the quantum state is stored in the PMD’s memory.
When playing guessing games with post information, certain processing strategies will lead to greater
success probabilities in guessing z. In particular, if the referee’s questions ρRw,z do not have the same
dimension as the PMD MQ(a|x), then the player must do some sort of quantum pre-processing ER→Q. The
optimum success probability over all strategies is thus given by
Pguess(M
Q(a|x); ρRw,z) := max
µ,q,p,E
∑
w,z
∑
r
∑
i,x,a
µ(r)q(z|a,w, i, r)p(x|w, i, r) Tr
[
ER→Qi|r (ρRw,z) MQ(a|x)
]
, (4)
where the probability distribution µ(r) is included to describe mixed strategies, i.e. those in which a different
strategy, labeled by r, is chosen at random. (The optimum guessing probability will then be achieved on
pure strategies, but it is convenient to explicitly include this in Eq. (4).)
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FIG. 4. A guessing game with post-information.
Remark. In the case in which the player has no restriction on the strategy to use, the expected guessing
probability is
Pguess(ρ
R
w,x) = max
PR
z|w
∑
w
p(w)
∑
z
p(z|w) Tr
[
p(w, z)−1ρRw,z P
R
z|w
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pguess(Sw)
= max
PR
z|w
∑
w,z
Tr
[
ρRw,z P
R
z|w
]
,
that is, the average of the optimum guessing probability computed separately for all ensembles Sw.
We are now ready to state the main result, whose proof closely follows those in [Bus16] and [Bus17].
Theorem 1. Given two PMDs MQ(a|x) and NQ′(b|y), the following are equivalent:
(a) MQ(a|x)  NQ′(b|y);
(b) for all guessing games with post-information {ρRw,z : w ∈ W, z ∈ Z},
Pguess(M
Q(a|x); ρRw,z) > Pguess(NQ
′
(b|y); ρRw,z) .
In (b), it is possible to consider only guessing games with HR = HQ′ , W = Y, and Z = B.
Proof. For the sake of notation, we will denote the processing of a PMD MQ(a|x) as prescribed in Eq. (3)
simply by
[T (M)](b|y) .
In particular, the set of all allowed mappings of PMDs with input Hilbert space HQ, input alphabet X , and
output alphabet A, into PMDs with input Hilbert space HQ′ , input alphabet Y, and output alphabet B,
will be denoted by T :
T := {T : PMD(HQ,X ,A)→ PMD(HQ′ ,Y,B)} .
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A crucial observation is that the set T is convex due to the presence of shared randomness (represented by
the probability distribution µ(r)) in Eq. (3).
The implication (a) =⇒ (b) is trivial: since processings of the form ( 3) are always allowed when playing
guessing games with post-information, as prescribed in (4), if PMD MQ(a|x) can simulate NQ′(b|y), then
any strategy that can be reached from the latter can obviously be reached also from the former. Hence, we
only need to prove explicitly the implication (b) =⇒ (a).
We begin by noticing that condition (a) is equivalent to the existence of a mapping T of the form (3) such
that
[T (M)]Q′(b|y) = NQ′(b|y), ∀b,∀y . (5)
Let us fix a basis of self-adjoint operators {XQ′j : j ∈ J }. Then, relation (5) is equivalent to the following:
Tr
[
NQ
′
(b|y) XQ′j
]
= Tr
[
[T (M)]Q′(b|y) XQ′j
]
, ∀b,∀y,∀j .
Denote by ~s(N) the vector whose entries are the |B| × |Y| × |J | real numbers above, and by ~r(M, T ) the
same vector on the right-hand side.
Let us consider now the set of all such vectors that can be obtained from PMD MQ(a|x) by varying the
processing T in T ; denote such set by
S (M) := {~r(M, T ) : T ∈ T } .
Such a set is closed and convex, because closed and convex is the set of all transformations T . Hence, we
can say that relation (5) is equivalent to
~s(N) ∈ S (M) ,
that is, by applying the separation theorem for convex sets,
~s(N) · ~c 6 max
~r∈S (M)
~r · ~c , ∀~c ∈ R|B|×|Y|×|J | .
Denoting by Y Q
′
b,y the self-adjoint operators obtained as Y
Q′
b,y :=
∑
j c(b, y, j)X
Q′
j , we have that relation (5)
is equivalent to∑
b,y
Tr
[
NQ
′
(b|y) Y Q′b,y
]
6 max
T ∈T
∑
b,y
Tr
[
[T (M)]Q′(b|y) Y Q′b,y
]
, ∀{Y Q′b,y : self-adjoint} .
We now shift and rescale the self-adjoint operators Y Q
′
b,y to ρ
Q′
b,y :=
Y Q
′
b,y+C∑
b,y Tr
[
Y Q
′
b,y+C
] > 0, so that the ρQ′b,y
form an ensemble. This can always be done by choosing the constant operator C large enough. Then, by
noticing that
∑
b,y Tr
[
NQ
′
(b|y) C
]
= |Y|Tr[C] does not depend on the particular PMD NQ′(b|y), we can
rewrite the above equation arriving at the following conclusion: condition (5) is equivalent to∑
b,y
Tr
[
NQ
′
(b|y) ρQ′b,y
]
6 max
T ∈T
∑
b,y
Tr
[
[T (M)]Q′(b|y) ρQ′b,y
]
, ∀ ensembles {ρQ′b,y : b ∈ B, y ∈ Y} .
Comparing the above relation with the expression (4) of the optimal guessing probability in guessing games
with post-information, we recognize that the above equation means that, for any guessing game with post-
information {ρQ′b,y : b ∈ B, y ∈ Y}, it holds that∑
b,y
Tr
[
NQ
′
(b|y) ρQ′b,y
]
6 Pguess(MQ(a|x); ρQ
′
b,y) . (6)
But then, a sufficient condition for relation (5) is that
Pguess(N
Q′(b|y); ρQ′b,y) 6 Pguess(MQ(a|x); ρQ
′
b,y) ,
for all guessing game with post-information {ρQ′b,y : b ∈ B, y ∈ Y}.
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Simply by noticing that it is impossible to turn a simple PMD into an incompatible one by means of free
operations, we obtain as a corollary that quantum incompatibility can always be witnesses by means of a
suitable guessing game with post-information.
Corollary. A PMD MQ(a|x) is incompatible, if and only if there exists an ensemble {ρQx,a : x ∈ X , a ∈ A}
such that ∑
a,x
Tr
[
MQ(a|x) ρQx,a
]
> P simpleguess (ρ
Q
x,a) ,
where P simpleguess (ρ
Q
x,a) is defined as the optimum guessing probability achievable with simple PMDs.
Proof. First, we notice that, for any guessing game with post-information, the optimum guessing probability
is the same for all simple PMDs. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.
Then, the statement is proved by contradiction. Suppose that, for all guessing game with post-information
{ρQx,a : x ∈ X , a ∈ A}, the opposite relation holds, that is∑
a,x
Tr
[
MQ(a|x) ρQx,a
]
6 P simpleguess (ρQx,a) .
But then, by means of Eq. (6) in the proof above, one would conclude that it is possible to obtain MQ(a|x) by
acting with a free operation on a simple PMD, in contradiction with the fact that MQ(a|x) is incompatible.
Remark. As a special case, Theorem 1 provides necessary and sufficient conditions of a single POVM under
quantum pre-processing and conditional post-processing. That is, we have MQ(a)  NQ′(b) in the sense of
Eq. (3) if and only if the POVM MQ(a) is always more useful than NQ
′
(b) for the task of minimum-error
state discrimination, i.e. for every ensemble {ρz}z we have Pguess(MQ(b); ρRz ) ≥ Pguess(NQ
′
(b); ρRz ).
Robustness of Incompatible PMDs
In any QRT with minimal structure, it is possible to define a robustness measure of resource [BG15].
Roughly speaking, the robustness captures how tolerant an object is to mixing before it loses all its resource.
A PMD robustness measure IR{M(a|x)} can also be defined in this QRT directly analogous to incompatibility
robustness measures previously studied [UKS+19, SSˇC19]. Specifically, we have
IR{M(a|x)} = min
{
r ≥ 0 : M(a|x) + rN(a|x)
1 + r
∈ F
}
where F is the convex, compact set of simple PMDs matching input and output spaces of M(a|x). In the
above corollary, we showed that every incompatible PMD has an advantage over incompatible ones in some
guessing game with post-information. This advantage can also be quantified as the maximum ratio between
the optimum guessing probability of the given incompatible PMD versus the optimal guess probability of
any simple PMD,
max
{ρQx,a}
Pguess(M
Q(a|x); ρQx,a)
P simpleguess (ρ
Q
x,a)
.
It is possible to show an equivalence between the advantage and the robustness. Namely,
1 + IR{M(a|x)} = max
{ρQx,a}
Pguess(M
Q(a|x); ρQx,a)
P simpleguess (ρ
Q
x,a)
,
where the maximization is over all possible guessing games with post-information, mathematically repre-
sented by a double-index ensemble {ρQx,a : x ∈ X , a ∈ A}. The proof follows in the same way as the
derivation in [SSˇC19], and we omit it here. This establishes an operational interpretation of IR{M(a|x)} in
terms of guessing games with post-information.
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IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have shown that a resource theory of quantum incompatibility can be naturally formulated
as a resource theory of programmability, and that new insights can be gained by doing so. In particular, this
resource theory is complete in the sense that all free devices are naturally equivalent to each other. This
was accomplished by identifying programmability as a key resource that requires quantum memory for its
realization. From this perspective, both quantum pre-processing and classical conditional post-processing
can be integrated into the picture, while remaining, however, within the operational scenario provided by
post-information guessing games [CHT18].
The approach that we followed here in order to formulate a resource theory of quantum incompatibility
is very much inspired by the concept of statistical comparison, introduced in mathematical statistics chiefly
by Blackwell [Bla53] and extended to the quantum case by one of the present authors [Bus12]. Indeed, the
aim of statistical comparison, as originally envisaged by Blackwell, is that of expressing the possibility of
transforming an initial statistical model into another one, in terms of the utility that the two statistical
models provide in operationally motivated scenarios (that is, statistical decision problems in Blackwell’s
original paper). Mutatis mutandis, this is exactly the scope of any resource theory, where the aim is to identify
a set of operationally motivated monotones that dictate when an allowed transformation between resources
exists or not. Among the numerous examples of such an approach, which at present ranges from quantum
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